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The basic formula to be proved is
(•00

E(p ; ar : q ; ps: z sech2 «)(sinh w)2n-1 cosh udu = ir(n)z" E(p ; ar-n:q ; ps-n:z), ...(1)
Jo

where p^q + 1, z#0, | ampz \<IT, R(n)>0, R(ar-n)>0, r = \, 2, ... , p. For other values
of p and q the result holds if the integral converges. From this formula some results, in-
volving Bessel functions and Confluent Hypergeometric functions, will be deduced.

In the formula
/•oo

Jo

where R(z) >0, R{n) >0 , replace fj. by A - 1 and it can be written

I)"-1 dX = r(n)zn E( : : z); (2)

and, on generalising, this gives

'E(p ;<xr:q;Ps: z/A)(A - I)"-1 dX = r(n)zn E(p ; «r - « : q ; p,-n : z), (3)

where p^q + 1, z^O, | ampz \<TT, R(n)>0, R(ar-n)>0, r = \, 2, ... , p. For other values
of p and q the result holds if the integral converges. Formula (1) is obtained by putting
A = cosh2 M.

Note 1. In the process of increasing q while p remains fixed the formula used is

where the integral starts from - oo on the £-axis, passes round the origin in the positive
direction, and returns to -oo on the £-axis, and amp£=0 to the right of the origin. In
deriving the case, p=0, g = l, from (2) z should be taken to be real and positive and the
contour should be replaced by a line .parallel to and to the right of the imaginary axis. The
integral (4) then converges if R(p) >0 .

Note 2. If A is replaced by I/A in (3), the resulting formula is a particular case of the
formula given on page 118 of Volume I of these Proceedings, or of Ragab's more general
formula (2) on page 77 of the present volume. By replacing the variables of integration in
these formulae by sech2 u, more general integrals of the same type as (1) can be obtained.

Now in (3) put£> =0, q = 1, px =f and replace n by -\ - n, A by £2 and z by 4/x2; so obtain-
ing the known formula *

\§^ i^j Jn{x), (5)
where x is real and positive and - J

* Titchmarsh, E.C., Introduction to the Theory of Fourier Integrals, p. 200.
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In what follows the formulae

cos mn E(\ +m, | -m : : 2z) = J{2irz)e' KJz), (6)

E(h-k+m,l-k-m: : z) = T(l-k+m) r(i - k - m)z-WW ktJz) (7)

will be required.
In (1) put p = 2, q =0, a1 = i +m, a2 = -i -m, and replace n by k and z by 2z ; then, from

(6) and (7),

gzsech' u Km(z sech2 u) (sinh w)2*-1 du
Jo

k-m)ezW (2z) (8)

where 2^0, | amp z |<TT,
Again, in (1) put p=2, q=0, a1=l +k+m, <x2 = l +k-m and replace z by 2z and n

by A;; then

ieeh't. M/_, m(2z sech2«) (tanh «)»-i du = 5 ^ * W I ^ ? ) £ . ^ f L ^ ...(9)
o 2 C0SW77 T(i + A;•+ m) P(h +k-m) v '

where z #0, | amp z | <TT, ̂ (A;)>0, -R(i ±m)>0.
Finally, let p =0, 3 = 1, px —m +1, and replace z by 4/a;2; then, if x is real and positive,

J,,,(a; cosh «)(sinh «)2"-1(cosh it)1-™ du=2"-1 r(n)x~n Jm_n(x), (10)
Jo

provided that R(n)>0, R(m-2n)>-\.
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